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Find us on

The brief

Design a modern, family kitchen that will work across
a new development of 8 houses.

Case study

Kitchens • Bathrooms • Bedrooms

The solution

These Symphony Plaza kitchens were chosen to
balance cost, quality and make sure the design
was appealing for potential buyers.
The cashmere colour of the units paired with the
crisp Quartzform worktops created a premium
look.

“

We utilized the island space to house a NEFF
gas hob and an area for seating.

Our job was made so much
easier by taking the time to visit the
showroom in Lymington. We were
able to bounce ideas off their
experienced design team who were
able to update us on the latest trends
and what was proving popular with
the general public. We narrowed
samples down to 2/3 different styles,
which reflected the modern look of
our homes, all of which proved very
popular with our purchasers.
Hazeley Developments

A perfect space to be able to cook and entertain.

Meet the

Designer
Victoria Anderson
Experience: 16 years
Based at: Lymington
Favourite colour:
Dark navy blue – it’s calming
and elegant

As well as heading up the Living Spaces
team, Victoria leads on numerous design
projects across the region.
“Refurbs are my favourite. It’s really
satisfying when the project is finished
as you have created a completely
different room.
“My style is quite eclectic. It comes from
my love of pattern and mid-century design.
I have always been drawn to Islamic
patterns which use colour, foliage, flowers
and symmetry.”

T 01590 646741
E victoria.anderson@elliotts.uk

